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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the research problems in the first chapter and the research 

findings of the data description and analyses in the fourth chapter, the 

conclusion can be seen as follows: 

1. The writer concludes that denotative meaning lies on almost three song 

lyrics of David Guetta, but the connotative meaning only lies 30 words in 

the three song lyrics of David Guetta, which is in the song Titanium there 

are 12 connotative word, then in the song Without You lies 9 connotative 

meaning, and then in the song She Wolf there are 9 connotative meaning. 

2. From the three songs that have been analyzed by the writer,there are three 

kinds of connotative meanings found; 6 positive connotations, 8 neutral 

connotations, and 16 negative connotations. The songwriteruses negative 

connotation to express the feeling of painor to convey that he is in a bad 

and hated situation, meanwhile the uses neutral connotation to change 

something that makes the listener easy to understand, and theuses positive 

connotation in his lyrics to deliver the message to the listener in an 

encouraging way. 

3. From the data finding in fourth chapter, the writer finds the message of the 

song created by David Guetta that contains connotative meaning first in 

Titanium is aboutsomeone who dealing with unfriendly surrounding 
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situation, until he can hang on and get used to it. The second in the song 

Without You, it is about a man who iscrushing with a girl. It describe 

about his feeling if he is without the woman he loves. And third in the 

song She Wolf, is about toxic relationship.The message of the lyric is 

delivered by David Guetta in a good structure by using negative 

connotative meaning. 

B. Suggestion 

The writer hopes that this research can be a reference for everyone who 

wants to have better understanding about lyric. Lyric is an interesting literary 

work that needs a special method in understanding its meaning. Related to this, 

the writer has three purpose and suggestion to the reader, campus, and further 

researcher. 

1. Suggestion for reader 

The student should be open mind that English is very important 

language. Moreover study about meaning of word that usually used in song, 

poem, etc. The using of connotative meaning especially is to make a song, 

poem, or our daily speaking more interesting not only in listening but also in 

reading and writing. 

2. Suggestion for campus 

Since all references used in the research were found from outside the 

campus, the writer hopes that the campus will add these references to their 

book collection at the library, therefore every lecturers and students would 

able to learn this subject more thoroughly and easier. In addition, the writer 
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would also love to suggest the campus to have more references in their 

library, especially about Semantics and Meaning so that the students with 

similar topic could complete their research with improvements and a better 

result 

3. Suggestion for next researcher 

The researcher in the future who wants to analyze about denotative 

and connotative meaning, you can reach wider than the writer research, for 

the example first, the other researchers can analyze this song lyrics with 

connotative meaning using semiotics approach (Roland Barthes’s theory) 

which can analyze the deep meaning exist in the song lyrics. Second, the 

other researchers can also analyze this song lyric to reveal the culture and 

history of the object analysis. It is because the writer believes that both 

culture and history have significant relation to the literary work
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